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Churchill's Hellraisers
In The Un-Discovered Islands, critically acclaimed author Malachy Tallack takes the reader on
fascinating adventures to the mysterious and forgotten corners of the map. Be prepared to be
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captivated by the astounding tales of two dozen islands once believed to be real but no longer
on the map. These are the products of the imagination, deception, and human error: an
archipelago of ex-islands and forgotten lands. From the well-known story of Atlantis and the
mysteries of frozen Thule to more obscure tales from around the globe, and from ancient
history right up to the present day, this is an atlas of legend and wonder, with glorious
illustrations by Katie Scott.

Soldier, Sailor, Frogman, Spy, Airman, Gangster, Kill or Die
The incredible untold story of WWII’s greatest secret fighting force, as told by our great
modern master of wartime intrigue Britain’s Special Air Service—or SAS—was the brainchild of
David Stirling, a young, gadabout aristocrat whose aimlessness in early life belied a
remarkable strategic mind. Where most of his colleagues looked at a battlefield map of World
War II’s African theater and saw a protracted struggle with Rommel’s desert forces, Stirling
saw an opportunity: given a small number of elite, well-trained men, he could parachute behind
enemy lines and sabotage their airplanes and war material. Paired with his constitutional
opposite, the disciplined martinet Jock Lewes, Stirling assembled a revolutionary fighting force
that would upend not just the balance of the war, but the nature of combat itself. He faced no
little resistance from those who found his tactics ungentlemanly or beyond the pale, but in the
SAS’s remarkable exploits facing the Nazis in the Africa and then on the Continent can be
found the seeds of nearly all special forces units that would follow. Bringing his keen eye for
psychological detail to a riveting wartime narrative, Ben Macintyre uses his unprecedented
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access to SAS archives to shine a light inside a legendary unit long shrouded in secrecy. The
result is not just a tremendous war story, but a fascinating group portrait of men of whom
history and country asked the most.

SAS Shadow Raiders
SOE: The Scientific Secrets
A New York Times bestseller! A New York Times Book Review Notable Book of 2017 A dual
biography of Winston Churchill and George Orwell, who preserved democracy from the threats
of authoritarianism, from the left and right alike. Both George Orwell and Winston Churchill
came close to death in the mid-1930's—Orwell shot in the neck in a trench line in the Spanish
Civil War, and Churchill struck by a car in New York City. If they'd died then, history would
scarcely remember them. At the time, Churchill was a politician on the outs, his loyalty to his
class and party suspect. Orwell was a mildly successful novelist, to put it generously. No one
would have predicted that by the end of the 20th century they would be considered two of the
most important people in British history for having the vision and courage to campaign
tirelessly, in words and in deeds, against the totalitarian threat from both the left and the right.
In a crucial moment, they responded first by seeking the facts of the matter, seeing through the
lies and obfuscations, and then they acted on their beliefs. Together, to an extent not
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sufficiently appreciated, they kept the West's compass set toward freedom as its due north. It's
not easy to recall now how lonely a position both men once occupied. By the late 1930's,
democracy was discredited in many circles, and authoritarian rulers were everywhere in the
ascent. There were some who decried the scourge of communism, but saw in Hitler and
Mussolini "men we could do business with," if not in fact saviors. And there were others who
saw the Nazi and fascist threat as malign, but tended to view communism as the path to
salvation. Churchill and Orwell, on the other hand, had the foresight to see clearly that the
issue was human freedom—that whatever its coloration, a government that denied its people
basic freedoms was a totalitarian menace and had to be resisted. In the end, Churchill and
Orwell proved their age's necessary men. The glorious climax of Churchill and Orwell is the
work they both did in the decade of the 1940's to triumph over freedom's enemies. And though
Churchill played the larger role in the defeat of Hitler and the Axis, Orwell's reckoning with the
menace of authoritarian rule in Animal Farm and 1984 would define the stakes of the Cold War
for its 50-year course, and continues to give inspiration to fighters for freedom to this day.
Taken together, in Thomas E. Ricks's masterful hands, their lives are a beautiful testament to
the power of moral conviction, and to the courage it can take to stay true to it, through thick
and thin. Churchill and Orwell is a perfect gift for the holidays!

The Redshirt
The story of Churchill's personal weapons development department, staffed by ingenious
boffins, who developed numerous innovative weapons that helped win the war.
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Churchill's Secret Warriors
“Riveting and poignant . . . The Winter Fortress metamorphoses from engrossing history into a
smashing thriller . . . Mr. Bascomb’s research and, especially, his storytelling skills are firstrate.”—The Wall Street Journal “Weaving together his typically intense research and a riveting
narrative, Neal Bascomb’s The Winter Fortress is a spellbinding piece of historical writing.” —
Martin Dugard, author of Into Africa and co-author of the Killing series In 1942, the Nazis were
racing to complete the first atomic bomb. All they needed was a single, incredibly rare
ingredient: heavy water, which was produced solely at Norway’s Vemork plant. Under threat of
death, Vemork’s engineers pushed production into overdrive. If the Allies could not destroy the
plant, they feared the Nazis would soon be in possession of the most dangerous weapon the
world had ever seen. But how would the Allied forces reach the castle fortress, set on a
precipitous gorge in one of the coldest, most inhospitable places on earth? Based on a trove of
top-secret documents and never-before-seen diaries and letters of the saboteurs, The Winter
Fortress is an arresting chronicle of a brilliant scientist, a band of spies on skis, perilous
survival in the wild, Gestapo manhunts, and a last-minute operation that would alter the course
of the war. “A taut and peerlessly told adventure story full of thrills, derring-do and heartstopping tension.” — Seattle Times “Told with both historical and scientific accuracy . . . this
book has rocketed into my pantheon of the top suspense-filled stories about [World War II],
along with The 900 Days and The Colditz Story.” — Ethan Siegel, Forbes
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Russian Roulette
From the award-winning historian, war reporter, and author Damien Lewis (Zero Six Bravo,
Judy) comes the incredible true story of the top-secret "butcher-and-bolt" black ops units Prime
Minister Winston Churchill assigned the task of stopping the unstoppable German war
machine. Criminals, rogues, and survivalists, the brutal tactics and grit of these "deniables"
would define a military unit the likes of which the world had never seen. When France fell to
the Nazis in spring 1940, Churchill declared that Britain would resist the advance of the
German army--alone if necessary. Churchill commanded the Special Operations Executive to
secretly develop of a very special kind of military unit that would operate on their own initiative
deep behind enemy lines. The units would be licensed to kill, fully deniable by the British
government, and a ruthless force to meet the advancing Germans. The very first of these
"butcher-and-bolt" units--the innocuously named Maid Honour Force--was led by Gus MarchPhillipps, a wild British eccentric of high birth, and an aristocratic, handsome, and bloodthirsty
young Danish warrior, Anders Lassen. Amped up on amphetamines, these assorted
renegades and sociopaths undertook the very first of Churchill's special operations--a topsecret, high-stakes mission to seize Nazi shipping in the far-distant port of Fernando Po, in
West Africa. Though few of these early desperadoes survived WWII, they took part in a series
of fascinating, daring missions that changed the course of the war. It was the first stirrings of
the modern special-ops team, and all of the men involved would be declared war heroes when
it was all over. The Ministry of Ungentlemanly Warfare focuses on a dozen of these
extraordinary men, weaving their stories of brotherhood, comradely, and elite soldiering into a
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gripping narrative yarn, from the earliest missions to Anders Lassen's tragic death, just weeks
before the end of the war.

The Riddle and the Knight
In 1611 an astonishing letter arrived at the East India Trading Company in London after a
tortuous seven-year journey. Englishman William Adams was one of only twenty-four survivors
of a fleet of ships bound for Asia, and he had washed up in the forbidden land of Japan. The
traders were even more amazed to learn that, rather than be horrified by this strange country,
Adams had fallen in love with the barbaric splendour of Japan - and decided to settle. He had
forged a close friendship with the ruthless Shogun, taken a Japanese wife and sired a new,
mixed-race family. Adams' letter fired up the London merchants to plan a new expedition to the
Far East, with designs to trade with the Japanese and use Adams' contacts there to forge new
commercial links. Samurai William brilliantly illuminates a world whose horizons were rapidly
expanding eastwards.

Behind Enemy Lines
Originally published under the titles: When Hitler took cocaine and When Linin lost his brain.

Churchill and Orwell
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Recounts the extraordinary and thrilling story of the British spies in revolutionary Russia, led by
Mansfield Cumming, who would one day pioneer the field of covert action and become MI6,
and their mission to foil Lenin's plot for global revolution. 40,000 first printing.

Secret Agent
Clandestine chemistry and the L.A. underworld provide the atmosphere for this tale of painful
lost memories and the heartbreak of finding them. Eric Ashworth awakens in jail, unable to
remember how he got there or why. His only memory is a woman’s name: Desiree. Bailed out
and holed up in a low-rent motel, Eric finds the solution to his amnesia in a strange new
hallucinogen. By synthesizing the sense of touch, the drug produces a disjointed series of
sensations that slowly allow Eric to remember his former life as a clandestine chemist. With
steadily increasing doses, Eric reassembles his past at the expense of his grip on the present,
and his distinction between truth and fantasy crumbles as his paranoia grows in tandem with
his tolerance. In Dermaphoria Clevenger creates a visceral world where divisions between love
and loss, violence and tenderness, and fact and fiction prove to be less discernible than they
ought to be. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Code Name: Lise
"First published in Great Britain under the title First lady: the life and wars of Clementine
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Churchill by Aurum Press Ltd."--Title page verso.

Winston Churchill's Toyshop
Winston Churchill formed the Special Operations Executive in 1940 to take the fight to the
enemy through subversion and sabotage. But there was a group of men whose job was to
keep SOE secure, to give secret agents the skills that might just keep them alive, deep in
enemy territory. Some became agents themselves. This book tells their stories.

Samurai William
'Vivid, graphic and moving' Mail on Sunday Book of the Year 'It has a wonderful immediacy
and vitality - living history in every sense' Anthony Horowitz 'Fantastic' Dan Snow 'Compellingly
authentic, revelatory and beautifully written. A gripping tour de force' Damien Lewis 'Stirring
and unsettling in equal measure, this is history writing at its most powerful' Evening Standard
Almost seventy-five years have passed since D-Day, the day of the greatest seaborne invasion
in history. The outcome of the Second World War hung in the balance on that chill June
morning. If Allied forces succeeded in gaining a foothold in northern France, the road to victory
would be open. But if the Allies could be driven back into the sea, the invasion would be stalled
for years, perhaps forever. An epic battle that involved 156,000 men, 7,000 ships and 20,000
armoured vehicles, the desperate struggle that unfolded on 6 June 1944 was, above all, a
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story of individual heroics - of men who were driven to keep fighting until the German defences
were smashed and the precarious beachheads secured. Their authentic human story - Allied,
German, French - has never fully been told. Giles Milton's bold new history narrates the day's
events through the tales of survivors from all sides: the teenage Allied conscript, the crack
German defender, the French resistance fighter. From the military architects at Supreme
Headquarters to the young schoolboy in the Wehrmacht's bunkers, D-Day: The Soldiers' Story
lays bare the absolute terror of those trapped in the frontline of Operation Overlord. It also
gives voice to those hitherto unheard - the French butcher's daughter, the Panzer
Commander's wife, the chauffeur to the General Staff. This vast canvas of human bravado
reveals 'the longest day' as never before - less as a masterpiece of strategic planning than a
day on which thousands of scared young men found themselves staring death in the face. It is
drawn in its entirety from the raw, unvarnished experiences of those who were there.

Guardians of Churchill's Secret Army
The history of Special Operations Executive (SOE) seems to spring a never-ending run of
surprises, and here are some more. This book explores the mysterious world of the tools SOE
used for their missions of subversion and sabotage. An often grim reality is confronted that is
more akin with the world of James Bond and Q's workshop than previously believed. Written by
two scientists, one of whom served in the SOE and one who was tasked with clearing up after
it was disbanded; their insider knowledge presents a clear account of the way in which SOE's
inventors worked. From high explosive technology to chemical and biological devices; from the
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techniques of air supply to incendiarism; from camouflage to underwater warfare; and from
radio communications to weaponry. SOE: The Scientific Secrets is a revelation about the tools
that allowed the murky world of spying and spies to operate during wartime.

Churchill's Ministry of Ungentlemanly Warfare
One of the most remarkable stories in the history of Special Forces' operations - Daily Express
In the bleak moments after defeat on mainland Europe in winter 1939, Winston Churchill knew
that Britain had to strike back hard. So Britain's wartime leader called for the lightning
development of a completely new kind of warfare, recruiting a band of eccentric free-thinking
warriors to become the first 'deniable' secret operatives to strike behind enemy lines, offering
these volunteers nothing but the potential for glory and all-but-certain death. Churchill's Secret
Warriors tells the story of the daring victories for this small force of 'freelance pirates',
undertaking devastatingly effective missions against the Nazis, often dressed in enemy
uniforms and with enemy kit, breaking all previously held rules of warfare. Master storyteller
Damien Lewis brings the adventures of the secret unit to life, weaving together the stories of
the soldiers' brotherhood in this compelling narrative, from the unit's earliest missions to the
death of their leader just weeks before the end of the war.

The Ministry of Ungentlemanly Warfare
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More addictive and mind-blowing true tales from history, told by Giles Milton—one of today’s
most entertaining and accessible yet always intelligent and illuminating historians In When
Churchill Slaughtered Sheep and Stalin Robbed a Bank, the second installment in his
outrageously entertaining series, History’s Unknown Chapters, Giles Milton shows his
customary historical flair as he delves into the little-known stories from history, like when Stalin
was actually assassinated with poison by one of his inner circle; the Russian scientist, dubbed
the “Red Frankenstein,” who attempted to produce a human-ape hybrid through ethically
dubious means; the family who survived thirty-eight days at sea with almost no water or
supplies after their ship was destroyed by a killer whale; or the plot that served as a template
for 9/11 in which four Algerian terrorists attempted to hijack a plane and fly it into the Eiffel
Tower.

The Irregulars
A powerful and true story of warfare and human survival that exposes a side of World War II
that is unknown by many— this is the story of Wolfram Aïchele, a boy whose childhood was
stolen by a war in which he had no choice but to fight. Giles Milton has been a writer and
historian for many years, writing about people and places that history has forgotten. But it took
his young daughter's depiction of a swastika on an imaginary family shield - the swastika
representing Germany - for Giles to uncover the incredible, dark story of his own family and his
father-in-law's life under Hitler's regime. As German citizens during World War II, Wolfram and
his Bohemian, artist parents survived one of the most brutal eras of history. Wolfram, who was
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only nine years old when Hitler came to power, lived through the rise and fall of the Third
Reich, from the earliest street marches to the final defeat of the Nazi regime. Conscripted into
Hitler's army, he witnessed the brutality of war - first on the Russian front and then on the
Normandy beaches. Seen through German eyes and written with remarkable sensitivity, The
Boy Who Went to War is a powerful story of warfare and human survival and a reminder to us
all that civilians on both sides suffered the consequences of Hitler's war.

The Un-Discovered Islands
The changing role of women in warfare, a neglected aspect of military history, is the subject of
this collection of perceptive, thought-provoking essays. By looking at the wide range of ways in
which women have become involved in all the aspects of war, the authors open up this
fascinating topic to wider understanding and debate. The discuss how, particularly in the two
world wars, women have been increasingly mobilized in all the armed services, originally as
support staff, then in defensive combat roles. They also consider the tragic story of women as
victims of male violence, and how women have often put up a heroic resistance, and examine
how women have been drawn into direct combat roles on an unprecedented level, a trend that
is still controversial in the present day. The collection brings together the work of noted
academics and historians with the wartime experiences of women who have remarkable
personal stories to tell. The book will be a milestone in the study of the recent history of the
parts women have played in the history of warfare.AuthorsDr Juliette Pattinson, Professor
Mark Connelly, Georgina Natzio, Christine Halsall, Jonathan Walker, Major Imogen Corrigan,
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Dr. Halik Kochanski, Dr T.A. Heathcote, Elspeth Johnstone, Mike Ryan, Grace Filby, Dr
George Bailey, Tatiana Roshupkina, Leicester Chilton, Paul Edward Strong, Celia Lee, John
Lee

SOE's Mastermind
A ground-breaking account of the first 24 hours of the D-Day invasion told by a symphony of
incredible accounts of unknown and unheralded members of the Allied – and Axis – forces. An
epic battle that involved 156,000 men, 7,000 ships and 20,000 armoured vehicles, D-Day was,
above all, a tale of individual heroics – of men who were driven to keep fighting until the
German defences were smashed and the precarious beachheads secured. This authentic
human story – Allied, German, French – has never fully been told. Giles Milton’s bold new
history narrates the events of June 6th, 1944 through the tales of survivors from all sides: the
teenage Allied conscript, the crack German defender, the French resistance fighter. From the
military architects at Supreme Headquarters to the young schoolboy in the Wehrmacht’s
bunkers, Soldier, Sailor, Frogman, Spy, Airman, Gangster, Kill or Die lays bare the absolute
terror of those trapped in the front line of Operation Overlord. It also gives voice to those who
have hitherto remained unheard – the French butcher’s daughter, the Panzer Commander’s
wife, the chauffeur to the General Staff. This vast canvas of human bravado reveals “the
longest day” as never before – less as a masterpiece of strategic planning than a day on which
thousands of scared young men found themselves staring death in the face. It is drawn in its
entirety from the raw, unvarnished experiences of those who were there.
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The Winter Fortress
Six gentlemen, one goal - the destruction of Hitler's war machine In the spring of 1939, a top
secret organisation was founded in London: its purpose was to plot the destruction of Hitler's
war machine through spectacular acts of sabotage. The guerrilla campaign that followed was
to prove every bit as extraordinary as the six gentlemen who directed it. Winston Churchill
selected them because they were wildly creative and thoroughly ungentlemanly. One of them,
Cecil Clarke, was a maverick engineer who had spent the 1930s inventing futuristic caravans.
Now, his talents were put to more devious use: he built the dirty bomb used to assassinate
Hitler's favourite, Reinhard Heydrich. Another member of the team, William Fairbairn, was a
portly pensioner with an unusual passion: he was the world's leading expert in silent killing. He
was hired to train the guerrillas being parachuted behind enemy lines. Led by dapper
Scotsman Colin Gubbins, these men - along with three others - formed a secret inner circle
that planned the most audacious sabotage attacks of the Second World War. Winston
Churchill called it his Ministry of Ungentlemanly Warfare. The six 'ministers', aided by a group
of formidable ladies, were so effective that they single-handedly changed the course of the
war. Told with Giles Milton's trademark verve and eye for detail, The Ministry of Ungentlemanly
Warfare is thoroughly researched and based on hitherto unknown archival material. It is a
gripping and vivid narrative of adventure and derring-do and is also, perhaps, the last great
untold story of the Second World War.
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Ungentlemanly Warfare
Perfect for fans of Erik Larsen’s The Splendid and Vile and Alex Kershaw’s The Forgotten
500, #1 international bestselling and award-winning war reporter Damien Lewis’ latest book
details the thrilling account of one of the most daring raids of WWII—the untold story of the
heroic hellraisers who stormed a Nazi fortress and helped turn the tide of the war. Bracingly
tense, brilliantly researched, and truly unforgettable, Churchill’s Hellraisers is a must-have for
every World War II library. It is the winter of 1944. Allied forces have succeeded in liberating
most of Axis-occupied Italy—with one crucial exception: the Nazi headquarters north of the
Gothic Line. Heavily guarded and surrounded by rugged terrain, the mountain fortress is nearly
impenetrable. But British Prime Minister Winston Churchill is determined to drive a dagger into
the “soft underbelly of Europe.” The Allied’s plan: drop two paratroopers into the
mountains—and take the fortress by storm . . . The two brave men knew the risks involved, so
they recruited an equally fearless team: Italian resistance fighters, escaped POWs, downed US
airmen, even a bagpipe-playing Scotsman known as “The Mad Piper.” Some had little military
training, but all were willing to fight to the death to defeat the Nazi enemy. Ultimately, the
mission that began in broad daylight, in the enemy’s line of fire, would end one of the darkest
chapters in history—through the courage and conviction of the unsung heroes who dared the
impossible . . . “One of the most dangerous and effective attacks ever undertaken by this
Regiment against the enemy.” —Lt Col Robert Walker?Brown, MBE DSO, senior SAS
commander “Action-packed…Battleground history buffs will be entertained.” —Publishers
Weekly “A little-known behind-the-lines spectacular led by two heroic British officers.
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Successful niche military history for a popular audience.” —Kirkus Reviews

Rogue Heroes
Indefatigable patriot, seasoned soldier, incomparable orator, and, with Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, leader of men --Winston Churchill's greatness in the allies' triumphant victory in
World War ii is undisputed. yet, of his many unique qualities, Churchill's enduring legacy is
attributable at least in equal part to his unshakeable fascination for the science of war.
Churchill's War Lab reveals how Churchill's passion for military history, his inimitable
leadership style, and his dedicated support of radical ideas would lead to new technologies
and tactics that would enable an allied victory. no war generated more incredible theories,
technical advances, and scientific leaps. from the development of radar and the decoding
brilliance of Bletchley Park to the study of the D-Day beaches and the use of bouncing bombs,
Churchill's War Lab is an exciting new take on Churchill as a complex, powerful, and inventive
war leader.

Churchill's Phoney War
'Giles Milton is a man who can take an event from history and make it come alive . . . an
inspiration for those of us who believe that history can be exciting and entertaining' Matthew
Redhead, The Times Did you know that Hitler took cocaine? That Stalin robbed a bank? That
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Charlie Chaplin's corpse was filched and held to ransom? Giles Milton is a master of historical
narrative: in his characteristically engaging prose, Fascinating Footnotes From History details
one hundred of the quirkiest historical nuggets; eye-stretching stories that read like fiction but
are one hundred per cent fact. There is Hiroo Onoda, the lone Japanese soldier still fighting
the Second World War in 1974; Agatha Christie, who mysteriously disappeared for eleven
days in 1926; and Werner Franz, a cabin boy on the Hindenburg who lived to tell the tale when
it was engulfed in flames in 1937. Fascinating Footnotes From History also answers who ate
the last dodo, who really killed Rasputin and why Sergeant Stubby had four legs. Peopled with
a gallery of spies, rogues, cannibals, adventurers and slaves, and spanning twenty centuries
and six continents, Giles Milton's impeccably researched footnotes shed light on some of the
most infamous stories and most flamboyant and colourful characters (and animals) from
history. (Previoulsy published in four individual epub volumes: When Hitler Took Cocaine,
When Stalin Robbed a Bank, When Lenin Lost His Brain and When Churchill Slaughtered
Sheep.)

The Ministry of Ungentlemanly Warfare
Longlisted for 2020 Center for Fiction's First Novel Prize Corey Sobel challenges tenacious
stereotypes in this compelling debut novel, shedding new light on the hypermasculine world of
American football. The Redshirt introduces Miles Furling, a young man who is convinced he
was placed on earth to play football. Deep in the closet, he sees the sport as a means of
gaining a permanent foothold in a culture that would otherwise reject him. Still, Miles's body
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lags behind his ambitions, and recruiters tell him he is not big enough to compete at the top
level. His dreams come true when a letter arrives from King College. The elite southern school
boasts one of the best educations in America and one of the worst Division One football
programs. King football is filled with obscure, ignored players like Miles -- which is why he and
the sports world in general are shocked when the country's top recruit, Reshawn McCoy, also
chooses to attend the college. As brilliant a student as he is a player, the intensely private
Reshawn refuses to explain why he chose King over other programs. Miles is as baffled as
everyone else, and less than thrilled when he winds up rooming with the taciturn Reshawn.
Initially at odds with each other, the pair become confidants as the win-at-all-costs program
makes brutal demands on their time and bodies. When their true selves and the identities that
have been imposed on them by the game collide, both young men are forced to make lifechanging choices.

Women in War
A best-selling account describes the intelligence operations of allied forces during World War II
as experienced by wounded RAF pilot Roald Dahl, a patriot who infiltrated the upper reaches
of Georgetown society and worked with such figures as Churchill, Roosevelt, and spy chief
William Stephenson to influence U.S. policy in favor of England. Reprint.

When Hitler Took Cocaine and Lenin Lost His Brain
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Six gentlemen, one goal: the destruction of Hitler's war machine In the spring of 1939, a topsecret organization was founded in London: its purpose was to plot the destruction of Hitler's
war machine through spectacular acts of sabotage. The guerrilla campaign that followed was
every bit as extraordinary as the six men who directed it. One of them, Cecil Clarke, was a
maverick engineer who had spent the 1930s inventing futuristic caravans. Now, his talents
were put to more devious use: he built the dirty bomb used to assassinate Hitler's favorite,
Reinhard Heydrich. Another, William Fairbairn, was a portly pensioner with an unusual
passion: he was the world's leading expert in silent killing, hired to train the guerrillas being
parachuted behind enemy lines. Led by dapper Scotsman Colin Gubbins, these men—along
with three others—formed a secret inner circle that, aided by a group of formidable ladies, singlehandedly changed the course Second World War: a cohort hand-picked by Winston Churchill,
whom he called his Ministry of Ungentlemanly Warfare. Churchill's Ministry of Ungentlemanly
Warfare is a gripping and vivid narrative of adventure and derring-do that is also, perhaps, the
last great untold story of the Second World War.

Nathaniel's Nutmeg
For those with even a passing interest in the Second World War, the name Colin Gubbins is
synonymous with the Special Operations Executive (SOE). This is not surprising as from its
creation in late 1940 at Prime Minister Winston Churchills command to set Europe ablaze,
Gubbins was the driving force behind SOE. Over the next four years as, first, Operations and
Training Director (codename M) and, from 1943, its Commander (CD) he masterminded every
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aspect of its worldwide covert operations.Remarkably this is the first full biography of the man
whose contribution to victory ranks in the premier league. The Authors research and access to
family archives reveal the experiences in The Great War and later in Russia, Ireland, Poland
and as Head of British Resistance that made Gubbins such a pivotal and influential wartime
figure.The result is a fascinating biography that reveals as much about SOEs extraordinary
activities as it does about the man who inspired and commanded them.

When Churchill Slaughtered Sheep and Stalin Robbed a Bank
Six gentlemen, one goal: the destruction of Hitler's war machine In the spring of 1939, a topsecret organization was founded in London: its purpose was to plot the destruction of Hitler's
war machine through spectacular acts of sabotage. The guerrilla campaign that followed was
every bit as extraordinary as the six men who directed it. One of them, Cecil Clarke, was a
maverick engineer who had spent the 1930s inventing futuristic caravans. Now, his talents
were put to more devious use: he built the dirty bomb used to assassinate Hitler's favorite,
Reinhard Heydrich. Another, William Fairbairn, was a portly pensioner with an unusual
passion: he was the world's leading expert in silent killing, hired to train the guerrillas being
parachuted behind enemy lines. Led by dapper Scotsman Colin Gubbins, these men—along
with three others—formed a secret inner circle that, aided by a group of formidable ladies, singlehandedly changed the course Second World War: a cohort hand-picked by Winston Churchill,
whom he called his Ministry of Ungentlemanly Warfare. Giles Milton's Churchill's Ministry of
Ungentlemanly Warfare is a gripping and vivid narrative of adventure and derring-do that is
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also, perhaps, the last great untold story of the Second World War.

Fascinating Footnotes From History
A panoramic narrative of the years leading up to the Second World War—a tale of democratic
crisis, racial conflict, and a belated recognition of evil, with profound resonance for our own
time. Berlin, November 1937. Adolf Hitler meets with his military commanders to impress upon
them the urgent necessity for a war of aggression in eastern Europe. Some generals are
unnerved by the Führer’s grandiose plan, but these dissenters are silenced one by one,
setting in motion events that will culminate in the most calamitous war in history. Benjamin
Carter Hett takes us behind the scenes in Berlin, London, Moscow, and Washington, revealing
the unsettled politics within each country in the wake of the German dictator’s growing
provocations. He reveals the fitful path by which anti-Nazi forces inside and outside Germany
came to understand Hitler’s true menace to European civilization and learned to oppose him,
painting a sweeping portrait of governments under siege, as larger-than-life figures struggled to
turn events to their advantage. As in The Death of Democracy, his acclaimed history of the fall
of the Weimar Republic, Hett draws on original sources and newly released documents to
show how these long-ago conflicts have unexpected resonances in our own time. To read The
Nazi Menace is to see past and present in a new and unnerving light.

Dermaphoria
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The story of Britain's secret war of sabotage against the Nazi war machine at the start of World
War II is told in vivid detail, recalling secret disguises, elaborate deceptions, bribery, and bomb
attacks orchestrated by the Special Operations Executive. Reprint.

Churchill and Empire
NATIONAL BESTSELLER A Goodreads Choice Awards semifinalist Florida Book Awards
Silver Medalist Featured in The New York Times, The Atlantic, Time, New York Newsday, and
on Today! Best Nonfiction Books to Read in 2019—Woman’s Day The Best Nonfiction Books
Coming Out This Year—BookBub “A nonfiction thriller.”—The Wall Street Journal From
internationally bestselling author of the “gripping” (Michael Connelly, #1 New York Times
bestselling author) Into the Lion’s Mouth comes the extraordinary true story of Odette
Sansom, the British spy who operated in occupied France and fell in love with her commanding
officer during World War II—perfect for fans of Unbroken, The Nightingale, and Code Girls. The
year is 1942, and World War II is in full swing. Odette Sansom decides to follow in her war
hero father’s footsteps by becoming an SOE agent to aid Britain and her beloved homeland,
France. Five failed attempts and one plane crash later, she finally lands in occupied France to
begin her mission. It is here that she meets her commanding officer Captain Peter Churchill.
As they successfully complete mission after mission, Peter and Odette fall in love. All the while,
they are being hunted by the cunning German secret police sergeant, Hugo Bleicher, who
finally succeeds in capturing them. They are sent to Paris’s Fresnes prison, and from there to
concentration camps in Germany where they are starved, beaten, and tortured. But in the face
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of despair, they never give up hope, their love for each other, or the whereabouts of their
colleagues. In Code Name: Lise, Larry Loftis paints a portrait of true courage, patriotism, and
love—of two incredibly heroic people who endured unimaginable horrors and degradations. He
seamlessly weaves together the touching romance between Odette and Peter and the thrilling
cat and mouse game between them and Sergeant Bleicher. With this amazing testament to the
human spirit, Loftis proves once again that he is adept at writing “nonfiction that reads like a
page-turning novel” (Parade).

Churchill's Ministry of Ungentlemanly Warfare
With three Military Crosses, three Croix de guerre, a Légion d'honneur and a papal knighthood
for his heroics during the Second World War, Sir Tommy Macpherson is the most decorated
living soldier of the British Army. Yet for 65 years the Highlander's story has remained untold.
Few know how, aged 21, he persuaded 23,000 SS soldiers of the feared Das Reich tank
column to surrender, or how Tommy almost single-handedly stopped Tito's Yugoslavia
annexing the whole of north-east Italy. Twice captured, he escaped both times, marching
through hundreds of miles of German-held territory to get home. Still a schoolboy when war
broke out, Tommy quickly matured into a legendary commando, and his remarkable story
features a dizzyingly diverse cast of characters, including Winston Churchill, Field Marshal
Montgomery and Charles de Gaulle.
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Churchill's Ministry of Ungentlemanly Warfare
Part travelogue/part historical mystery about the most famous traveler--and chronicler-- in
medieval Europe. Giles Milton's first book, The Riddle and the Knight, is a fascinating account
of the legend of Sir John Mandeville, a long-forgotten knight who was once the most famous
writer in medieval Europe. Mandeville wrote a book about his voyage around the world that
became a beacon that lit the way for the great expeditions of the Renaissance, and his exploits
and adventures provided inspiration for writers such as Shakespeare, Milton, and Keats. By
the nineteenth century however, his claims were largely discredited by academics. Giles Milton
set off in the footsteps of Mandeville, in order to test his amazing claims, and to restore
Mandeville to his rightful place in the literature of exploration. "Erudite, witty and adventurous"
(The Mail on Sunday), The Riddle and the Knight is a brilliant piece of detective work.

D-Day
'A magnificent story, brilliantly told. Read it!' Anthony Horowitz Six gentlemen, one goal - the
destruction of Hitler's war machine In the spring of 1939, a top secret organisation was
founded in London: its purpose was to plot the destruction of Hitler's war machine through
spectacular acts of sabotage. The guerrilla campaign that followed was to prove every bit as
extraordinary as the six gentlemen who directed it. Winston Churchill selected them because
they were wildly creative and thoroughly ungentlemanly. One of them, Cecil Clarke, was a
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maverick engineer who had spent the 1930s inventing futuristic caravans. Now, his talents
were put to more devious use: he built the dirty bomb used to assassinate Hitler's favourite,
Reinhard Heydrich. Another member of the team, William Fairbairn, was a portly pensioner
with an unusual passion: he was the world's leading expert in silent killing. He was hired to
train the guerrillas being parachuted behind enemy lines. Led by dapper Scotsman Colin
Gubbins, these men - along with three others - formed a secret inner circle that planned the
most audacious sabotage attacks of the Second World War. Winston Churchill called it his
Ministry of Ungentlemanly Warfare. The six 'ministers', aided by a group of formidable ladies,
were so effective that they single-handedly changed the course of the war. Told with Giles
Milton's trademark verve and eye for detail, Churchill's Ministry of Ungentlemanly Warfare is
thoroughly researched and based on hitherto unknown archival material. It is a gripping and
vivid narrative of adventure and derring-do and is also, perhaps, the last great untold story of
the Second World War. Previously published in hardback as The Ministry of Ungentlemanly
Warfare.

The Nazi Menace
A true tale of high adventure in the South Seas. The tiny island of Run is an insignificant speck
in the Indonesian archipelago. Just two miles long and half a mile wide, it is remote, tranquil,
and, these days, largely ignored. Yet 370 years ago, Run's harvest of nutmeg (a pound of
which yielded a 3,200 percent profit by the time it arrived in England) turned it into the most
lucrative of the Spice Islands, precipitating a battle between the all-powerful Dutch East India
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Company and the British Crown. The outcome of the fighting was one of the most spectacular
deals in history: Britain ceded Run to Holland but in return was given Manhattan. This led not
only to the birth of New York but also to the beginning of the British Empire. Such a deal was
due to the persistence of one man. Nathaniel Courthope and his small band of adventurers
were sent to Run in October 1616, and for four years held off the massive Dutch navy.
Nathaniel's Nutmeg centers on the remarkable showdown between Courthope and the Dutch
Governor General Jan Coen, and the brutal fate of the mariners racing to Run--and the other
corners of the globe--to reap the huge profits of the spice trade. Written with the flair of a
historical sea novel but based on rigorous research, Giles Milton's Nathaniel's Nutmeg is a
brilliant adventure story by Giles Milton, a writer who has been hailed as the "new Bruce
Chatwin" (Mail on Sunday).

The Boy Who Went to War
A secret assassin. An impossible mission. Failure is not an option. 1943. With Nazi Germany
facing defeat, Reichsmarschall Hermann Göring has authorized mass production of the
Messerschmitt Me 163 Komet, a jet-propulsion engine aircraft faster than any plane in the
Allies’ arsenal. But British Intelligence has discovered that the Komet is unstable and German
scientist Professor Gaerte has been tasked to fix the plane’s flaw. To prevent the Komets from
getting airborne, an undercover task force must infiltrate Nazi-occupied France and
assassinate Gaerte. Captain Harry Walsh is one of Britain’s most effective, ruthless, and
unorthodox Special Operations Executive agents. Allied with an American OSS and Free
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French operatives, Harry leads his squad behind enemy lines where he’s reunited with fellow
SOE operative—and former lover—Emma Stirling. But as the team proceeds with their mission,
an SS officer from Harry’s past pursues the Englishman on a very personal mission of
revenge . . . Praise for Howard Linskey “Linskey is one of the most commanding crime fiction
practitioners at work today."—Financial Times "A new master of the gripping, gritty
thriller."—Paul Finch “One of the best new writers around."—Mark Billingham Visit us at
www.kensingtonbooks.com

Churchill's War Lab
Bleak Expectations -- The Rising Threat -- A Certain Eventuality -- Dread -- Blood and Dust -The Americans -- Love Amid the Flames -- One Year to the Day -- Epilogue.

Clementine
Given the dearth of scholarship on the Phoney War, this book examines the early months of
World War II when Winston Churchill’s ability to lead Britain in the fight against the Nazis was
being tested. Graham T. Clews explores how Churchill, as First Lord of the Admiralty,
proposed to fight this new world war, with particular attention given to his attempts to impel the
Royal Navy, the British War Cabinet, and the French, toward a more aggressive prosecution of
the conflict. This is no mere retelling of events but a deep analysis of the decision-making
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process and Churchill’s unique involvement in it. This book shares extensive new insights into
well-trodden territory and original analysis of the unexplored, with each chapter offering
material which challenges conventional wisdom. Clews reassesses several important issues of
the Phoney War period including: Churchill’s involvement in the anti-U-boat campaign; his
responsibility for the failures of the Norwegian Campaign; his attitude to Britain’s aerial
bombing campaign and the notion of his unfettered “bulldog” spirit; his relationship with Neville
Chamberlain; and his succession to the premiership. A man of considerable strengths and
many shortcomings, the Churchill that emerges in Clews’ portrayal is dynamic and
complicated. Churchill’s Phoney War adds a well-balanced and much-needed history of the
Phoney War while scrupulously examining Churchill’s successes and failures.

The Splendid and the Vile
A genuinely original biography of Churchill, focusing on his contradictory and lifelong
relationship with the British Empire. 'A superb history of a memorable subject' Andrew Roberts,
bestselling author of CHURCHILL: WALKING WITH DESTINY One of our finest narrative
historians, and journalist for the SUNDAY TIMES and LITERARY REVIEW, Lawrence James,
has written a genuinely new biography of Winston Churchill, set within a fully detailed historical
context, but solely focusing on his relationship with the British Empire. As a young army officer
in the late 19th century, Churchill's first experience of the Empire was serving in conflicts in
India, South Africa and the Sudan. His attitude towards the Empire at the time was the
stereotypical Victorian paternalistic approach - a combination of feeling responsible and feeling
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superior. Conscious even then of his political career ahead, Churchill's natural benevolence
towards the Empire was occasionally overruled for political reasons, and he found himself
reluctantly supporting - or at least not publicly condemning - British atrocities. As a politician he
consistently relied on the Empire for support during crises, but was angered by any demands
for nationalisation. He held what many would regard today as racist views, in that he felt that
some nationalities were superior to others, but he didn't regard those positions as fixed. His
(some might say obsequious) relationship with America reflected that view. America was a
former colony where the natives had become worthy to rule themselves, but - he felt - still had
that tie to Britain. Thus he overlooked the frequently expressed American view that the Empire
was a hangover from a bygone era of colonisation, and reflected poorly on Britain's ability to
conduct herself as a political power in the current world order. This outmoded attitude was one
of the reasons the British voters rejected him after a Second World War in which - it was
universally felt - he had led the country brilliantly. His attitude remained Victorian in a world that
was shaping up very differently. However, it would be a mistake to consider Churchill merely
as an anachronistic soldier. He grasped the problems of the Cold War immediately, believing
that immature nations prematurely given independence would be more likely to be sucked into
the vortex of Communism. This view chimed with American foreign policy, and made the
Americans rather more pragmatic about their demands for self-governance for Empire
countries. Lawrence James has written a fascinating portrait of an endlessly interesting
statesman - and one that includes tantalising vignettes about his penchants for silk underwear
and champagne.
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